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Hi, and welcome! 

My name is Kevin Hammond and I’m develop's CEO. 

The recruitment industry is going through a boom. There are many
contributing factors that have led us to this point and innovative,
forward-thinking consultancies have positioned themselves effectively to
capitalise on the need to hire, and hire quickly. 

But how did we actually get here? 

When COVID hit, our pipeline of vacancies dropped 80% overnight.
Offers were retracted, interviews cancelled and hiring froze. This was
mirrored across our industry as the business world went into shock at
what potentially lay ahead. Next, we saw a phase where many
businesses looked to protect assets and make cuts on personnel to keep
the lights on. In comparison to the misery, heartache and loss that
millions around the world have felt over the last few years, business
dwindles in significance. I think we all hug our loved ones a little more
tightly than we maybe once did. Moving forward positively, I can now
feel a renewed sense of optimism that the world as we know it isn’t far
off from both a personal and a professional perspective.

As a leadership team, Joey, our Managing Director and I viewed what
happened as an opportunity. We doubled down on our USPs; all of our
Consultants learn to code, we technically test all of our engineers and we
use technology to improve hiring process. We then dissected the business
top to bottom and improved each internal process. We made huge
investments in how we market our brand and in the technology our
Consultants need to be market leading.
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Most importantly, we put health and wellbeing and the forefront of what
we do. It was important for us to wrap around our staff and ensure that
everyone had the support they needed to get through unchartered
waters. Our progressive stance on adopting an 80% remote model has
allowed us to attract incredible Consultants from our major competitors
and our leadership is strong and experienced. We won the Silver Award
in Best Company to Work for and have been shortlisted for Best Tech
Agency at this year’s Recruiter Awards so I might need to dust off that
tux! 

To the end of April this year we experienced nine months of consecutive
month-on-month growth and the comparative year-on-year numbers
you’ll see in this report make me incredibly proud. 

Our first quarter of this financial year has been the best on record for us.
We work with more customers than ever before across multiple countries
and to great effect. Our processes allow us to constructively challenge
the status quo of how recruitment is ‘usually’ done and it’s this ability to
challenge and inject technology into a process that has allowed us to
move to the next level as a business. 

We’ll enjoy this time but there won’t be
a hint of complacency. 

It’s simply not in our DNA. 

We move forward positively and
consistently.

Kevin

Kevin Hammond, develop's
Founder and CEO
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We began Q1 of the financial year
with the working world having
largely adapted to the challenges
the pandemic presented. It goes
without saying that there have been
huge changes in the way we all
work. In Q1, nothing was more
prominent than remote working.
The option to be part of a team
whilst working anywhere has
changed the hiring landscape
forever and opened new doors to
both the hirer and the talent.

One thing that hadn’t changed
however was the HMRC’s desire to
inject new legislation into the
recruitment industry. 
Having delayed the legislation by a
year, HRMC pushed forward with its
plans to introduce IR35 to the
private sector which came into effect
at the beginning of April. 

Whilst some businesses panicked
and placed a blanket ban on using
limited company contractors,
forward-thinking businesses saw
the situation as an opportunity and
sought to understand the legislation
and how it applied to them directly. 

At develop we went to great lengths
to listen, learn and provide a
solution which allowed our
customers to hire limited company
contractors risk free with our IR35
product. 

This has also created a true war for
permanent talent. Previously limited
by location, permanent employees
now have far more options
available which has increased the
need for slick, quick and insightful
recruitment processes utilising the
best recruitment technology on the
market. 

The recruitment industry has also
shifted from large scale contingency
work to providing more bespoke,
product-based solutions based on
consultancy, headcount
management and planning as well
as traditional headhunt and
delivery. 

It’s clear that the recruitment
market is booming. This provides a
huge amount of opportunity for
hirers and for talent whilst also
throwing up a new set of challenges
which will ultimately force positive
change in process and in how
recruitment is conducted. 

If you’re not careful, you’ll get left
behind. 
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Q1 was an exceptional quarter for
everyone at develop. In fact, it was
the best quarter in our history. 

It’s fair to say that the return of the
market has been a factor in these
improvements but this is only a
small fragment of the story. Our
external brand has never been
stronger, our training and
development is best in class and our
DNA is the driving force behind our
high performance.

Our specialist Consultants and
incredible support team consistently
deliver value for both our candidate
and customer networks and our
ability to productise has helped us to
deliver better quality and a more
consultative service. We’ve listened
to our market and we deliver
solutions that work. 

Our interview ratios during the
quarter were exceptional with over
every 1.82 CVs introduced
generating a first interview. 

Across the business our Consultants
took just 6 first interviews to
generate a placement. The majority
of our vacancies required 2 step
interview processes which
demonstrates how strong this ratio
is. 

Over the quarter, 71% of the work
we have delivered has been
permanent staff placed, 29% has
been contract solutions.  

Having established a German
presence with teams operating in
Hamburg, Berlin and Munich. This
side of our business now represents
over 25%. We predict this growing
exponentially throughout the course
of the rest of the financial year. 

Finally, develop as a company has
grown as a brand, moved to a
fantastic new office in the City of
London and we’ve grown our
headcount to be over 30 strong. 

This is just the start. 
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O U R  P E R F O R M A N C E

Overall sales across
the quarter increased

YOY

Permanent sales across
the quarter increased
YOY

Contract sales
across the quarter
increased YOY

320%

535%

 269%
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W H A T  O U R  C L I E N T S  S A Y

We're working with more clients
than ever before across multiple
countries. Our processes allow us
to challenge the status quo of
how recruitment is ‘usually’ done
and it’s reflected in what our
clients have to say about us. 

develop were an absolute pleasure
to work with, going above and
beyond, always available to
provide assistance. I can’t
recommend them highly enough."
I just wanted to take this
opportunity to thank you for your
help with this position, from the
very beginning and throughout the
process we have been universally
impressed, you have been
extremely helpful, and we really
appreciate your help, so thank you!

You've certainly changed my opinion
on tech recruiters!"

"

"

"

"
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O U R  T E A M S

develop’s most experienced and
long-standing team had an
incredible Q1 with exceptional
performances right across the
team. The technical solutions
they offer to their market allow
them to outperform their
competition and deliver
candidates and squads of
Engineers that last.

An enviable client list means we
work with the very best in the
market from start-ups to
already built it! 

Another team with an historic
quarter at the beginning of this
financial year. Our Technology
function is a trusted partner
across Data, Infrastructure,
DevOps, and InfoSec. 

The team works closely with all
clients brought into the business
through develop's software
engineering function and helps
to map out and fill requirements
across our clients’ technology
teams. We're excited to help our
clients grow their brands by
adding genuine quality into their
teams. 

Software Engineering: UK

Technology
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develop Germany had a fantastic
Q1 with more and more
businesses working with us on
productised solutions. Our
networks in markets across
Munich, Hamburg and Berlin
allows us to generate local
candidates that other agencies
don’t have access to. 

For the rest of the year and
beyond, develop Germany isn’t
coming to take part, we’re
coming to take over!

Evolving from the hugely
successful change
transformation function at
develop, develop Change works
to deliver solutions
encompassing people, process
and technology for our clients
primarily in UK markets. 

Q1 of this financial year, develop
Change outperformed
expectations and are primed
and ready to deliver similar
results for our clients across the
next three quarters. 

Software Engineering:
Germany

Change
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develop IR35. 
 

Our IR35 solution helps
you to hire the best talent
to facilitate growth whilst
mitigating the risk in light
of changes to private
sector legislation. Our
solution is simple and free
of charge.

develop Search.
 

Our premium product, for
ambitious businesses
making important
appointments.

O U R  P R O D U C T S  

We have four products: 

Over the last year, we’ve actively moved away from the
contingent search model as truthfully, we don’t think it allows our
customers to get the best out of the partnership. Our products can
help you to find out which one of them is most suitable for you
right now. 

If you’re bored of getting sub-standard results, don’t just accept it. 

Be Bold. 

develop Framework.
 

Inject quality, reduce your
time to hire and save money
with our Framework
product.

develop Talent as a
Service.

 

Talent as a Service is our
search product specifically
designed for businesses
scaling quickly and hiring
multiple engineers in a
definitive time frame. 
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Our Sales Support function made up of Operations, Marketing, Finance,
and Internal Growth underpin everything we do as a business. 

Q1 saw a headcount growth of almost 30%, we implemented a new
learning management system ‘develop Yourself HQ’, a new marketing
strategy and brand that everyone in the business can be proud of. We've
moved to an unbelievable London location and conducted an efficiency
review of all processes within the business.

Our Sales Support function works hand in hand with the sales teams to
ensure we can provide what our clients and candidates need in the
timeframes they need it. 

B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S

Barbara Hudecova
Operations Manager

Amy Moore
Marketing Manager

Lucy Whitfield 
Internal Growth Manager
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D I V E R S I T Y  A T  D E V E L O P

Diverse teams have a positive impact on who develop are and allow us
to communicate with customers more effectively. Building a more diverse
team has been a priority for us over the past year, and whilst we still
have a long way to go, we're proud to say we have a more diverse team
than ever before. 

The past year has seen us increase the number of female employees
across our sales and sales support teams by 300%. We've also seen the
number of BAME consultants increase by 400%. 

We're continuously improving our own hiring processes, whilst internally
raising awareness of cultures and backgrounds with seminars and open
discussions surrounding diversity in the workplace and beyond. 

Yes, the numbers matter, but they’re only the start. We want our
commitment to diversity and inclusion to run deeper. We have a constant
commitment to learning and improving our company culture to make it a
more inclusive and welcoming place for everyone to work. 
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Following on from such an
incredible quarter, Q2 promises
even more. 

Having taken on substantial
number of new Consultants to
drive develop’s presence in our
operating markets, we’re confident
of delivering a further 30-35%
growth again in Q2. 

Our Technology and Change teams
will separate into two separate
entities allowing for further
specialisation in those areas and
our core markets of Java,
JavaScript, .NET and Python will
remain a steadfast focus across our
UK and German software
engineering teams. 

O U R  Q 2  P L A N S

We're delighted with the
performance in Q1 and
given the investments

made to our operational
infrastructure and brand

footprint, we're in the
best possible place to

increase our net fee
income in Q2     

Joey Tait, develop's 
Founder and Managing Director

"

"
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